Symmetry properties of vibrational modes in mesoporphyrin IX dimethyl ester investigated by polarization-sensitive resonance Raman and CARS spectroscopy.
The symmetry properties of selected vibrational modes of mesoporphyrin IX dimethyl ester (MP-IX-DME) in solution are investigated under different electronic resonance conditions. The Raman band parameters of the macrocycle modes nu(2), nu(10), nu(11), and nu(19) are determined from a quantitative analysis of polarized spontaneous resonance Raman (RR) and polarization-sensitive (PS) multiplex coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS) spectra obtained with pre-resonant B band and resonant Qx band excitation, respectively. Additionally, the molecular geometry and the vibrational modes of MP-IX-DME are calculated by employing density functional theory (DFT) on the B3LYP/6-31G(d) level. Both the DFT-derived structure and the Raman spectroscopic parameters of MP-IX-DME indicate minor deviations from an ideal D2h macrocycle symmetry. To assess the influence of the beta substitution pattern on the in-plane symmetry, calculated normal-mode vectors and several experimentally detected parameters, such as peak positions, depolarization ratios, and coherent phases, are analyzed. The effects of the macrocycle substitution pattern are different for the selected vibrational modes: nu(2) in particular is very sensitive to subtle perturbations of the in-plane symmetry. The considerable activity of totally symmetric vibrations observed in the PS CARS spectra of MP-IX-DME and the correlation of mode symmetries with coherent phases confirm earlier PS CARS results on octaethylporphine (OEP) acquired under the same electronic resonance conditions.